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• Introduction to the piano 
 Overall structure: strings, soundboard, hammers, etc. 
 Some history: when and why the piano was invented. 

• Some surprising aspects of piano acoustics (its not just simple physics!): 
 Inharmonicity of piano tones. 
 How a piano tone changes with loudness. 
 Variation of a piano tone with time. 
 Bass notes and the “missing” fundamental. 
 Importance of psychoacoustics. 

• Modeling of the piano. 
• What can we learn from the piano? 

Thanks to A Korty, J Winans, J Jourdan, S Dietz, J Roberts, L Reuff,  
J Millis, M. Jiang, K Lie, J Skodrack, C McKinney and NSF. 



A Typical Modern Grand Piano 

 



The First Piano (c. 1720) 

• Bartolomeo Cristofori -- Florence 



Why did Cristofori invent the piano? 

• Goal was to produce an instrument that could play “loud and 
soft” (origin of original name “pianoforte”). 

• Could vary dynamics (loudness) from note to note. Not possible 
with harpsichord or organ. 

• Accomplished by using a hammer to strike the strings. 
• Key was his invention of the piano “action”. 
• Seems to involve only “simple” physics, but … 



Comparing  
Cristofori’s piano        A Modern Steinway 

• brass strings  
• hammers covered with 

parchment 
• 49 notes 
• lowest note: 65 Hz 
• highest note: 1047 Hz 

 

• steel strings  
• hammers covered with felt 

 
• 88 notes 
• lowest note: 27.5 Hz (A0) 
• highest note: 4186 Hz (C8) 

  
 • Piano range evolved from 4 octaves (49 notes) to 7-1/3 octaves 

(88 notes) over period  ~1720 -- 1860 
• Low end set by human ability to perceive a tone 
• Upper end set by human ability to perceive tonal relationships 
• Importance of psychoacoustics. 

 



The Shape of a Piano 
• For waves on a string: 

 Doubling length -> reduces f by an octave (x2) 
 Called Pythagorean scaling 

• This scaling is not practical for a modern piano 
 Piano would be 4+ meters long! 

• Avoid this problem by increasing the mass per unit length 
 Use wound strings: a steel core with a  
     copper winding 



• Why not just use a thicker string? 
• Wound strings are used to increase the mass per unit length. 
• Ans: Need to minimize string stiffness. 
• For an “ideal” string (perfectly flexible) standing wave frequencies 

are perfectly harmonic:                               
                            
 
• Wave equation for a stiff string: 

 
 
 

• Mode frequencies no longer harmonic -- called “partials”  
 

Why do we need wound strings? 



Windings add very little stiffness 

• Effect of stiffness called “inharmonicity.” 
• Deviations not large but are 
     perceptible. 
• Give the piano tone a distinctive 
     timbre. 
• Also affect the way a piano 
     is tuned. 



Octave Stretching 

• Can measure the inharmonicity 
     in units called “cents” 
• 100 cents = spacing between  
   notes 
• For notes spaced by an 
     octave to sound “good” 
 note frequencies must  
 be spaced by more 
  than a factor of 2 
• Called “octave stretching” 



Railsback Stretch 

• The amount of octave stretching varies across the keyboard 
• Stretching is largest in the bass 
• This affects the “purity” of chords and intervals 



Setting the string into motion 

• Hammer is attached to an “escapement” mechanism. 
• Speed of hammer depends on keypress 
     (1) Hammer is moving freely when 
          it strikes the string. 
     (2) Hammer rebounds 
     (3) Wavepulses propagate away 
          in both directions. 
• Hammer string contact dynamics 
     determines strengths of partials 
     (tone color) 



Piano Action 

• Quite complicated mechanical device 
• Designed for fast repetition 
• More patents for action than any 
     other part of the piano! 
• The modern action designed  
     around 1860 



Piano hammers 

• Wooden core covered with dense felt. 
• Hammers are largest in bass (m ~ 10+ grams) and smallest in 

treble (m ~ 3 grams) 
 



How should a string be modeled? 

• First idea: model hammer as a Hooke’s law spring. 
• Fhammer = -kz 
• Fails badly! 
• Hammers are actually very nonlinear springs: Fhammer ~ -kz3 



Effect of Hammer Nonlinearity 

• Fhammer = -kz3 -> hammer is effectively harder for harder blows of 
the string. 

• Harder hammers give more strength at higher frequencies -- 
tone color changes with volume 



Change of tone color with volume 

• In some cases the second partial is stronger than the 
fundamental! 



Look closer at spectrum of typical bass 
note 

• Fundamental and second partial are extremely weak! 
• The fundamental is missing. 
• What is the pitch of such a tone? 



Perception of the missing fundamental 
• Disussed by Helmholtz. 
• Your brain seems to “sense” the pitch through the separation of 

partials. 
• Still have no full explanation of pitch perception. 



Effect of hammer-string strike point on 
spectrum 

• For note A0 -- lowest bass note 
• Suppression of 8th, 16th, … partial is evident. 



Where should the hammer strike the string? 

• If hammer strikes at a nodal point, that partial will not be excited. 
• Hammer-string strike point is typically 1/8 of the string length 

from one end -> the 8th partial is suppressed. 



Summary and Conclusions 

• The piano tone is derived from simple vibrating strings, but … 
• String stiffness 

 Provides a unique tone color (inharmonicity) 
 Affects the way a piano is tuned (octave stretching) 

• Hammer nonlinearity makes the tone color change with volume 
(lends expressiveness) 

• Interactions between strings leads to a complex time decay 
• Bass notes have very weak fundamental components (missing 

fundamental) due to radiative properties of soundboard 
• Psychacoustics plays a major role 

 Perception of the pitch of bass notes 
 Range of the piano keyboard 

 
• Lots of interesting physics under the lid of a piano! 
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